23D SESSION OF THE 43D GENERAL ASSEMBLY

THURSDAY, MARCH 7, 2019

BUENA VISTA ASSEMBLY ROOM (BV 1.338) AT 6:00 PM

I. CALL TO ORDER

II. ROLL CALL

III. APPROVAL OF THE PREVIOUS MINUTES

If there is no objection, the minutes of the 22d session of the 43d General Assembly will be approved.

IV. INVITED GUESTS

1. None.

V. ANNOUNCEMENTS

If you would like to make an announcement, please email the Vice President by Wednesday at 11:00 pm.

1. Anjali Shah—SHAC; Other Announcements
   a. The Chair has imposed a 20-minute maximum on this item.

VI. OPEN FORUM

Open forum is a time where anybody in the UTSA community can come discuss an issue before us. Speeches may take no longer than five minutes and no more than three questions may be asked—both subject to exception by leave of the Senate. You do not need a prearrangement to speak at Open Forum.

VII. OLD BUSINESS

Old Business is a time to consider anything unfinished from previous meetings.

1. Roger Barajs—In-House Election (Conditional)
   a. This item will be considered if either of the following conditions are met:
      i. Roger appears before the Assembly; or
      ii. Roger submits a written statement to the Chair.

VIII. NEW BUSINESS

New Business is a time to consider any new legislation or initiatives by elected, appointed, or active members of the SGA.

1. None.

IX. ADVISOR REPORT (5 MINUTES)

1. Andrew “Drew” Shelnutt<Andrew.Shelnutt@utsa.edu> —Advisor/Assistant Director of the Student Leadership Center
2. Marcos Villarreal<Marcos.Villarreal@utsa.edu>—Advisor/Graduate Assistant
X. OFFICER REPORT (7 MINUTES EACH)
1. Brittany Garcia <Brittany.GarciaSGA@gmail.com> — President
2. Alex Sexton <Alex.SextonSGA@gmail.com> — Vice President
3. Amber Shannon Barbosa <Amber.Shannon.BarbosaSGA@gmail.com> — Treasurer
4. Dylan Delgado <Dylan.DelgadoSGA@gmail.com> — Secretary
5. Michael Barbosa <Michael.BarbosaSGA@gmail.com> — Speaker of the Senate

XI. DODGEBALL AWARD

XII. DIRECTOR REPORT (3 MINUTES)
1. Carlo Garcia <Carlo.GarciaSGA@gmail.com> — Assistant Executive Director
2. Aileen Montana <Aileen.MontanaSGA@gmail.com> — Executive Director of External Relations
3. Sidney Montero <Sidney.MonteroSGA@gmail.com> — Executive Director

XIII. STANDING COMMITTEE REPORTS (5 MINUTES EACH)
1. John Aguirre <John.AguirreSGA@gmail.com> — Academic Affairs Chair
2. John “Jack” Rust <John.RustSGA@gmail.com> — Business Affairs Chair
3. Jose Escobedo <Jose.EscobedoSGA@gmail.com> — Internal Affairs Chair
4. Katherine Rico <Katherine.RicoSGA@gmail.com> — Student Affairs Chair

XIV. ROLL CALL

XV. ADJOURNMENT

If there is no objection, the meeting will be adjourned until 5:30 pm on March 21, 2019 in the Denman Ballroom.

Expectations during the General Assembly:
1. GA is an electronic free zone; any appointed or elected member who has an unauthorized electronic device is subject to disciplinary action by the Chair
   a. If you must use your phone, please notify the Chair; exceptions are available on a case-by-case or emergency basis
   b. If you want a paper copy of any pending business or the agenda, please notify an Officer (preferably the Vice President) or an Advisor
2. Please be respectful of the General Assembly by:
   a. Being courteous to your fellow SGA members and our faculty/staff/community guests
   b. Keeping your comments professional and relevant to the business at hand
   c. Talking loud enough for all members to hear when recognized by the Chair
   d. Not being aggressive towards other members; please treat others in a respectful manner — treat them how you would like to be treated

Quick Tips:
1. If you think something is going wrong, you may raise a Point of Order (no second and no debate) which the Chair shall rule upon
2. If you as a Senator want to end a speech that is over time without the involvement of the Chair, you may raise a Point of Order (ruling of the Chair) or Call for the Orders of the Day (no second and no debate; 2/3 may overturn)
3. An objection to unanimous consent does not necessarily mean that an objecting Senator wishes the motion to fail, it may simply mean they want a vote for the motion
4. Members may Object to the Consideration of a Question if they feel a motion would take up too much time, would be irrelevant, or would be embarrassing
   a. If the consideration of the motion is objected to, the Chair will state: “The consideration of the motion is objected to, shall it be considered?” Whereupon, 2/3 of the Senators present must vote not content for the motion to not be considered